What is Soar Moor Doing to Stay Safe?
• Sanitizing mats daily and after each group use with EPA approved cleaner.
• Providing hand sanitizer and breaks for handwashing.
• Sanitizing the bathrooms and highly touched surfaces frequently
throughout the day.
• Marking safe social distancing so that safe distance is clear to students
and staff.
• Limiting what is brought in the gym so that we can limit what comes back
and forth outside of the gym.
• Conducting temperature checks and COVID-19 questionnaire to each
person who enters our gym including our staff.
• Using one way in and one way out of the building strategies. Enter is at our
“main” back door, Exit/pick up for kids will be at the corner of our building.
• Limiting class sizes so that we do not share equipment and it can be
sanitized between groups.
• Wearing a mask is required to enter the building, however, we consider
gymnastics as being a strenuous exercise activity. Therefore, athletes will
not be required to wear masks while on the gym floor. However, if parents
wish for their child to wear a mask on the floor, they will be permitted to do
so.
• Staff member always near enter only door to manage people coming in our
gym.
• At this time, the lobby will be limited to 4 adults at a time. We are open at
30% occupancy per the Governor’s order currently. To safely offer services
to as many children as possible, we must limit our lobby occupancy. As
phases change and we are lifted from 30%, we will allow more people in.
*Your child’s safety is the most important thing to us. We will do everything in our
power to keep them safe while in our care.
See you soon,
Your Soar Moor Staff

